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143. Bordism Algebra of Involutions
By Fuichi UCHIDA
Osaka University

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHODA,

,

M.

$.

A., Sept. 12, 1970)

denote the unoriented Thom bordism
Introduction. Let
ring and let .(Z) denote the unoriented bordism group of fixed point
ree involutions. Then .(Z) is a ree .-module with basis {[Sn, a]}no,
where [S n, a] is the bordism class of the antipodal involution on the
n-sphere ([2], Theorem 23.2).
I we regard ,(Z) as the bordism group of principal Z-bundles
over closed manifolds, the tensor product o principal Z-bundles
induces a multiplication in ,(Z), making it an algebra over
Explicitly, we consider involutions T and T on M? and M respectively, then both T 1 and 1 T induce the same involution T on
M? M / T T. We have then the multiplication
[M, T][M T] [M? M / T T, T].
J. C. Su [6] stated that .(Z) is an exterior algebra over
with
generators in each dimension 2 (n=0,1,2,...) and C. S. Hoo [4]
showed a multiplicative relation in ,(Z) which is equivalent to (2.6)
below. In this note, we show the following relation.
1o

..

Theorem.

,

IS*1, ]-IS ].

[P][S

-, ] o all

,
.

(=1,2, g, ...) in the following
As an application we show
result due to Boardman ([1], heorem 8.1) is nothing else than
[P] IS / al
in
uniquely defined by
There exist elements z, z, z, z, z,
the condition that

,,

P

w + zw + ztw + zw + zw[ + zsw +.

..

(omitting terms of the form z_w when k is a power of 2) is a primirive element in the Hopf algebra *(BO(1)). Moreover, these elements
z are a set of polynomial generators for
2. Bordism algebra of involutions. Let us summarize here
what is known about ,-module .(Z). It has been shown that .(Z)
is a ree .-module with basis [S n, a] (n=0, 1, 2,...), where S is an
n-sphere and a the antipodal involution on S n. Let

: ,(Z),(Z)

be the Smith homomorphism ([2], Theorem 26.1). This is an ,-module
homomorphism of degree -1, and it can be described as follows.
Suppose (Mn, T) is a differentiable fixed point free involution on a
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closed manifold M and g’(M T)(S a) is a differentiable equivariant map which is transverse regular on S
Then
A([M T)]- [g-(S-),
From this it is clear that A([S n, a])-[Sn-, a] Jor all n (with understanding that [S a] -0 for k 0).
Let e" !It.(Z)-!I. and .-..(Z.) be the .-algebra homomorphisms defined by
$([Mn, T])-- [Mn/T] and t([M])- [M][S a]
identity and [S a] is the identity element of
respectively. Since e.
identify
with the subalgebra t(,) of ,(Z).
.(Z), so we can
n/
Regard S
as the unit sphere in the complex (n + 1)-space C n/,
and let
[. S x S2n + _._> S2n +
be the map defined by if(z, (Zo, z,
ZZn).
z))-(ZZo, zz,
Proposition 2.1o (C. S. Hoo) [S a][S +, a]-0 for all n.
Proof. C.S. Hoo [4] showed this relation by making use of the
involution numbers ([2], 23.1). Here we give a geometrical proof. Let
f" S X S2n+I---->S 1X S2n+1
be the map defined by f(x, y)-(x, if(x, y)). Then
fo(aa)--(al)of and fo(la)=(la)of.
Therefore f induces an equivariant diffeomorphism between
(S S /1/a a, 1 a) and ((S / a) S /1, 1 a),
and hence
q.e.d.
IS 1, a][Sn/, a]-[P][Sn/, a]=0.
Remark. There is a canonical principal Sl-bundle P’/CP
Thus [P+]-0 for all n, since en+l is the boundary of the associated
disk bundle of Pn/--,Cpn.
Lemma 2.2.
a] for all t 2,
A([S a][S a])-[S a][S
(a)
sA([S a][S a])-0 for all k_ 1.
(b)
Proof. Let S],Sn and Sn-1 denote the submanifolds of Sn/l
defined by
Sg"- {(z0, z,
z) e Sn / Zo is real},
2n-S {(Zo, Zl,
Zn) e S2n+l z is real},
S2n-1--{(Zo, Zl, ",Zn) e S2n+llzn---O}.
Then both if" S Sn /---.Sn / and ff IS S] are transverse regular on
S-’ (s=0, 1). On the other hand, fro(a a)=ff and fro(l a)=aoff.
Thus ff induces an equivariant map
/-" (S X S2n +1 / a X a, 1 a)--.(Sen + a)
which is transverse regular on Sn-" (s=0, 1), and
p-’(s’-’)- (s’ x s"-’ l a x a).
This shows
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A2([S 1, a][S2n+, a])= [S a][Sn-, a]

,

and

-,

a]
([S a][S a])-IS a][S
for n_> 1. This proves (a).
Next, in general, zl([S,a][S,a]) is the bordism class o the
hypersurface H, which is the subset in P’P defined by the
equation

XoYo + xyl + x2y2 +
where p--min (m, n), and (x0, x,

+ xpyp--O,

., x)

and (Y0, Y, ", Y) are the
standard homogeneous coordinates in P and P respectively. Then it
has been verified by Conner and Floyd ([3], Lemma 2.2) that [H,]-0
or all k>l. Thus
q.e.d.
eA([S a][S a])=0 for k_ 1.
Corollary 2.3. A([S 1, a]x)-[S 1, a]A2(x) for x e .(Z.).
Remark. We have relations
At([S a]x)- [S a]At(x) for k_< 3,
(1)
z/8([S a]x) [S a]8(x) for k <_ 7,
(2)
by making use o quaternions and Cayley numbers instead o complex
numbers.

, ,

,,

Theorem 2.4.

,,
, ( -,

[S’+1, a]-[S a].

\

Proof.

/
( [P][S2-, a]/, then A(y)
[P2][Sn-, a] for all n.
/

Put yn=[Sn/,a]+[S,a]
/
\ k=O
(2.3). We show y=0 by induction on n. It is clear that

.

-

--Yn- rom
y0-0, so we suppose yn_=O or some n_>i. Since A(yn)=0, we can
such that
find x0, x in
Yn- X IS a] x o.
Then
Xo- (y) + x([S a])- 0,
and hence
Yn X[S, a].

,

,

Next
x--eA(y)
---$([S2n, a])t_

E [P]" cA([S, a][Sn-2, a])

,

k=O

([Sn a]) + [pn]. z/([S a][S0, a])
[p2n] + [p2n]_ 0

by (2.2(b)).

q.e.d.

Thus y-0.

,

a.[S2n-2+, a], where the element

Corollary 2.5. [S a][S2n, a]-a2 in 2, is

defined by ao land

,

i=O

i=O

a2P2-]--0

for k>l
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Proof.

a[S-+, a]
i=o

,

=o

IS ][S-, ].

[P-]

=0

q.e.d.

=[S,a][S,a].

Corollary 2.6 (C. S. Hoo). [S +, a][S2+, a]=0.
q.e.d.
Proof. This follows from (2.1) and (2.4).
Corollary 2.7. eJ([S +’, a][S a]) 0 for all m and n.
Proof. By (2.4), [S 2+, a]-[S a]x for some x in .(Z2). Then,
from (2.3),
([S +’, a][S a])-([S ’, a](x[S a]))
q.e.d.
=e([S a](x[S a]))-[P]e(x[S a])- 0.
3. Primitive element. In his note, J. M. Boardman stated the
following result ([1], Theorem 8.1)"
uniquely defined by
There exis$ elements z, z, z, z, zs,
in
the condition
P-w + + z,w[ + + + zw} +...
(omitting $erms of the form z_w when k is a power of 2) is a primitive elemen in the Hopf algebra *(BO(1)). Moreover, these elements
z are a se$ of polynomial genera$ors for
Put z0-[P], then we can state the ollowing result which is
essentially proved by M. Kamata [5], so we omit the proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let (m, n) be an element in +_, defined by the

,,

, ,

,

.,

zw zw

zw

condition

[S

..

,

, ,

(m, n)[S a].

a][S a]
i=0

Then the following relations hold.
(a)
z_,+(m, n)= z_( (m- i, n) +
ifl

ifl

k>_O,

(b) (J. C. Su)

tm+n(m,n)-/’+/-\l"n) mod 2,

(c) a0(m, n)= [P][P] +

a(m, n)[P].

Theorem :.2o z=[P] for all k.
Proof. a(1,2n+l)-O for all n and k, since
[S a][S/ a]=0
by (2.1). Hence
(3.2.1)
a(0, 2n/ 1)/ zta(1, 2n-2i)-0,

,

,

i0

from (3.1(a)).

On the other hand,

(m, n- i)) for all
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[S2n/ 1, a]--

[S 1, a][S2n-2i, a] [P2q
i=O

2n-2i+1

a(1,2n-2i)[Pq[S ,a],
i=0

from (2.4).
have

k=O

Since gt,(Z) is a free gt,-module with basis

,

{[S a]}, we

,

for n>_ 1.
a(1, 2n--2i)[P]--O
Then we have a desired result, by induction, from (3.2.1), (3.2.2),
q.e.d.
a(0, 1)-- 1 and a(0, 2n + 1)-0 for n_> 1.
the
elements
Remark. We could not determine
z/, but if we
use the relation (3.1), we are able to calculate z/. For example,

(3.2.2)

i=O

z= [H,],
z9 [H,8] + [H,4][P ],
zll [H4,8] + [H,] [P6] + [H2,,][Pq[P].
The elements a(m, n) are also calculable rom (3.1). For example,
[S a][S a]- [S a] + [H.,4] [S 1, a] + [P] + [Pt] [P],
[S3, a][S a]- [P2] [S, a] + [P] [S3, a].

, ,, ,
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